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                					Exceptional group yoga retreats and blissful yoga holidays

                					What kind of yoga holiday are you looking for?

                                
                
                

            

        
        
            
                
                						                             
                                
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        A tailor-made yoga holiday

                                        Choose from our selection of beautiful hotels that we’ve handpicked for offering high quality yoga programmes, led by their own resident yoga teachers. You’d travel independently on any dates that suit you and together we can plan your perfect yoga escape.

                                        I want a tailor made holiday

                                    

                                

                            

                                                     
                                
                                    
                                        
                                                                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        A group yoga retreat

                                        Our group retreats run on set dates throughout the year, hosted by wonderful yoga teachers we fly out from the UK. Our unique venues offer a special holiday you can share with others!

                                        I want a group retreat

                                    

                                

                            

                                                            

                
                    
                                                                        
                            Run by experts who believe passionately in what they do

                                                        
                        

                                                    
                            Beautiful, peaceful locations with some of the world's best teachers

                                                        
                        

                                                    
                            A rather special secret among well-travelled yoga fans

                                                        
                        

                                                                

                
            

                    
        
            
                					Hosted group yoga retreats

                                 					Join one of our group yoga retreats across Europe and beyond, which combine beautiful venues with excellent teachers (flown in from London) to deliver you an experience that will leave you feeling stronger calmer and uplifted. During your stay, your accommodation will be exclusively reserved for yoga guests, ensuring you a welcoming and friendly environment during your holiday

                             

        
         
             
                
                  	
                    									                                                                                	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            La Rosa, Puglia, Italy

                                                            Tradition meets relaxation in this charming, family-run yoga retreat. Escape to the Italian countryside and practise yoga at this elegantly restored 16th century farmhouse.

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                        	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            Cugnanello, Tuscany

                                                            Hidden in the heart of the green rolling hills of Tuscany, sits Cugnanello. An elegant family- run estate with spectacular views across it’s own vineyards, bountiful olive groves and lavender field.

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                        	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            Pine Cliffs, Algarve

                                                            Pine Cliffs is the perfect destination for a New year yoga retreat. It is a beautiful, 5 star, beach resort in Southern Portugal and is only about half an hour from Faro airport. It has a spacious studio for yoga, an award-winning spa, multiple outdoor pools, an indoor pool and a tennis academy. There are several lovely restaurants to choose from. Accommodation is all in luxurious ensuite bedrooms within the main Pine Cliffs hotel.

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                    					  

                                      

                

                Browse all our Escapes
            

        
         
            
                					Tailor-made yoga holidays

                                 					If the dates of our hosted group yoga retreats don’t work for you or you’d simply prefer a bespoke yoga holiday, we can suggest wonderful yoga holiday options on dates and destinations to suit you. Below are some reasonably nearby destinations, but we can also recommend some fabulous options in Thailand, India, Sri Lanka, Bali, Costa Rica or the Caribbean…

                             

        
         
             
                
                  	
                    									                                                                                	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            Spain

                                                            Shanti Som: Discover a slice of Asia in Europe. Shanti Som is a paradise with a distinctive Eastern vibe that at one transports you to place of peace.

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            Greece

                                                            Euphoria: Euphoria Retreat is the first Wellbeing Destination Spa in Greece and one of the hottest opening of 2018. A luxurious, 5 star retreat, located within the UNESCO World Heritage site of Mystras at the foot hills of Mount Taygetos of Peloponnese. 

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            Portugal

                                                            FeelViana: Located in the pine forest of Cabedelo beach sits FeelViana a modern sports hotel which offers an intense and authentic experience of the region combined with relaxation and adventure!

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            Morocco

                                                            Paradis Plage: With a beach that stretches for miles in either direction, Paradis Place is the perfect place to experience a beach front yoga retreat.

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            Thailand

                                                            Absolute Sanctuary: The idyllic beaches of Thailand’s Koh Samui provide the backdrop for this stunning yoga holiday. Absolute Sanctuary is a charming, boutique yoga and wellness hideaway.

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            Sri Lanka

                                                            Talalla: Set on magnificent Talalla Beach, this great value yoga destination on Sri Lanka's south coast, is the perfect place to get away from it all. 

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            	                                                                                                                                     
                                             	
                                                     
                                                                                                                        
                                                            India

                                                            Shreyas: provides a blissful combination of authentic yoga with modern luxury. It’s a beautiful, calming oasis – lush gardens set around a vast serene pool with a stunning open yoga shala.

                                                    

                                            	

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                        					  

                                                
                              
                              
                          

                                      

                

                Browse all our Escapes
            

        
        
            

            

            
            	

                    
                        
                                                    
                                
                                                                         

                                Paradis Plage with Zoe Knott

                                                                Yoga overlooking the beach, with an amazing & knowledgeable teacher- couldn’t have asked for more!
Hotel is beautiful, rooms are clean and comfortable, the food was very tasty and well presented. Would definitely recommend Destination Yoga and will certainly be booking again!

                                - Natalie Beckham

                            

                                                        
                                
                                                                         

                                Yoga in Puglia with Caroline Gamble

                                                                The retreat at La rosa dei quatri venti in Puglia was simply wonderful. I don´t now what to praise most, Caroline´s amazing classes, the gorgeous (and healthy) food, the lovely accomodation or the great company. The week still resonates within me.

                                - Silke Wettach

                            

                                                        
                                
                                                                         

                                A haven in the Adalucian Hills

                                                                Suryalila is a haven in the Andalucian hills – the perfect place to go to relax and restore. The yoga teaching by Vidya was world class, and also included additional restorative and Yin classes from a range of resident teachers. The vegetarian and vegan food is consistently inventive and delicious and the massage therapists were excellent. I couldn’t help but relax, and came away with added inspiration for my yoga practice.

                                - Vicky Addinall 

                            

                                                        
                                
                                                                         

                                April in Puglia

                                                                Puglia is wonderful. Just back from the April week and can find no fault. Beautiful place (gorgeous wildflower meadows), superb food, excellent teacher (Caroline Gamble) and warm caring hosts. I shared it with Begona and other lovely yoginis (plus one other yogi). Superb.

                                - Pete Croudace

                            

                                                        
                                
                                                                        

                                Can’t wait for the next trip

                                                                Had an amazing time at the Shanti Som resort. It was my first yoga holiday and the yoga classes, the hotel, the food and company were fantastic. I felt much healthier after the trip and can’t wait for the next one.

                                - Angela Mycock

                            

                            						

                                                    
                              
                              
                            

                                                
                    

                

            

        
        
            
                					Highly recommended by

                                 
                  
                  	
                                                   
                        		
                                
                                	                                    …ideal for everyone who wants to spend time learning or developing their yoga practice, and would like to do so in beautiful, peaceful locations with some of the world’s best teachers.

                                                                        
                                

                                

                            

                                                       
                        		
                                
                                	                                    What every self-respecting yogi is looking for: a week of challenging classes with expert teachers – the type who inspire, motivate and lend life wisdom – without the ashram-type suffering and soggy cabbage.

                                                                        
                                

                                

                            

                                                       
                        		
                                
                                	                                    destination yoga is a jolly good deal… run by experts who believe passionately in what they do.

                                                                        
                                

                                

                            

                                                       
                        		
                                
                                	                                    A rather special secret among well-travelled yoga fans…

                                                                        
                                

                                

                            

                                                       
                        		
                                
                                	                                    Destination Yoga combines top-class instruction with beautiful locations and accommodation.

                                                                        
                                

                                

                            

                            					  

                                                
                              
                              
                          

                                        

                

            

        
        
            
                 					Benefits of our yoga retreats

                                  					There are hundreds of reasons why you should choose Destination Yoga for your next retreat,

but based on the reviews we get from our customers, here are the top 4:

                                 
                							                             
                                
                                    
                                    Superb teachers

                                    Our experienced yoga teachers fly out for every group yoga retreat to deliver exceptional, inspiring classes

                                

                            

                                                     
                                
                                    
                                    Quality destinations

                                    We have handpicked the most beautiful venues and locations for your yoga holiday

                                

                            

                                                     
                                
                                    
                                    All Levels and Abilities

                                    Whether you’ve been practising yoga for years or are interested in trying it for the first time, we’ve got a retreat that will suit you

                                

                            

                                                     
                                
                                    
                                    Personal service

                                    Our team practises what they preach, so with our in-house yoga knowledge, we can ensure we find you the perfect experience

                                

                            

                                                            

                Find your perfect escape
            

        
        
            
                 Follow us on destinationyogaretreats

                					[instagram-feed]

                                             

        
        
            
                					
                
                        
                            Want to be in the loop?
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	Email*
                            
                        

	I'm interested in	
								
								I’m interested in group yoga retreats
							
	
								
								I’m interested in holidays with yoga
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								Please add me to your newsletter list
							



	Comments
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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                                            Our newsletters contain inspiring ideas for holidays with yoga as well as news of our group yoga retreats. We have periodical special offers, yoga tips, recipes and reviews of recommended destinations. Your data is held in line with our privacy policy and you can unsubscribe at any time. 



                                                                  

        	
    


              
                    

destination yoga is owned and operated by The Healthy Holiday Company Ltd.  All the flights and flight-inclusive holidays on this website are financially protected by the ATOL scheme. When you pay you will be supplied with an ATOL Certificate. Please ask for it and check to ensure that everything booked (flights, hotels and other services) is listed on it.

 

All non flight bookings are insured with Affirma financial protection insurance. Therefore you can be sure that there is no financial risk to your payment for your destination yoga holiday in accordance with our consumer protection obligations.

Please see our booking conditions for further information or for more information about financial protection and the ATOL Certificate, see ATOL Certificate
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